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Dear AIIA Family, Friends, Readers —
The great Christian reformer Martin Luther once said, “If I profess with loudest 
voice and clearest exposition every portion of the truth of God except that 
little point which the world and the Devil are at that moment 
attacking, I am not confessing Christ, however boldly I may be 
professing Christ. Where the battle rages, there the loyalty of the 
soldier is proved, and to be steady on all the battlefield besides 
is mere flight and disgrace if he flinches at that point.” So just
where is the battle for God’s truth raging in 2021? One combat
zone involves the powerful cultural pressures on people today 
to either be “woke” or be “canceled,” i.e. have one’s character 
slurred, lose one’s friends, or lose one’s job. These pressures 
have become immense. Jesus warned His followers: “You will 
be hated by all because of My name, but the one who endures 
to the end will be saved.” Mark 13:13, NASB. In this issue we address critical 
race theory in particular. But for context be sure to read our June 8 blog (visit 
AIIA’s website) where we list a total of ten current or future raging battlefronts.

Apologetics Thought-Provoker
In his book The Grand Design the famous British physicist Stephen Hawking 
(1942-2018) wrote: "Because there is a law such as gravity, the universe can 
and will create itself from nothing." In response, consider the following quote: 
“The idea that anything could create itself is absurd. For it would have to exist 
and not exist at the same time. Friends, that’s irrational. For something to create 
itself, it would have to be before it was. Well, this violates an ironclad law of 
knowledge: the law of non-contradiction. . . . It’s absurd to suggest that the 
universe existed (A) and didn’t exist (non-A) at the same time. 
But that is precisely what would be required for the universe 
to have created itself. So surely, the universe did not create 
itself. And yet, this is what leading atheist thinkers believe.”
 ― Charlie Campbell, Christian apologist and author. For fur-
ther resources, see Campbell’s website at: alwaysbeready.com

What’s Your Apologetics IQ?
We encourage every reader (Christian or not) to write out your best response to the 
following question or objection before flipping the paper over to read our response. This 
is an opportunity to test your acumen in Christian apologetics. Even if you’re not a
believer it will allow you to measure how well you understand the Christian position.
Are wokeness and critical race theory compatible with Christianity?
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On the Agenda — at AIIA’s Study Center in Maine and elsewhere.
! July 3, 2021 | The Red Sea Miracle, Part 2. Join us in reviewing the second part of a recently-released DVD-

based production by Timothy Mahoney of Patterns of Evidence (archaeology/apologetics). By reservation only.

! August 7, 2021 | Wicca and Witchcraft. In this rescheduled session we plan to view a pagan-produced DVD 
to better understand Wicca — one of today’s fastest-growing religions. We will then proceed to critique some 
of the key tenets of Wiccan belief from a Christian point of view. Do witches exist? Are all witches evil? Does 
the Harry Potter series promote Wiccan belief? Call soon to reserve a seat for this insightful two hour session.

New Video! Let’s Talk with Kids About Reason & the Christian Worldview
Be sure to view our latest video, now posted at AIIAInstitute.org. Pull down the Resources menu to Video. 

Here’s Our Response to this Issue’s Apologetics IQ Test
ANSWER:  No — wokeness and critical race theory (CRT) are not compatible with the Christian worldview.
If being woke would simply mean “being alert to social injustice” there might be some degree of commonality, 
because Christians should also regard injustice of every sort as a big problem. But today the term woke seems 
to also imply fighting injustice in specific ways prescribed by CRT. And CRT is not a Christian entity. Why not?

Christians believe in the infinite-personal God of the Bible. CRT does not acknowledge the existence of any 
supernatural being. That alone makes the two views incompatible. But also the Christian worldview is historic 
and comprehensive. It addresses matters of origins, destiny, authority, morality, purpose, sin, salvation, and more. 
CRT has only recently become popular and is focused on matters relating to racial justice. It categorizes groups 
and people as being either oppressors or oppressed. CRT (a subset of critical theory) is based on failed material-
istic Marxist principles. Christianity is theistic and based on the Bible which reveals God’s love and justice for all.

Only the Christian worldview provides an ultimate, objective, viable basis for recognizing racial injustice and 
oppression as morally wrong (sinful), repenting of it, receiving guilt-free forgiveness, and resolving to go and sin 
no more — regardless of skin color. CRT replaces what it considers to be oppression with an oppression of its 
own (“woke supremacy” in place of “white supremacy”) and by engendering racist anger and violent revolution. 

Still, can’t Christians oppose racial injustice alongside CRT as co-belligerents? CRT does make some valid points. 
True, but the chasm is too wide. Porcupines also have good points, but when attempting to conquer the night it’s 
far better to depend on light. CRT in its current form will very likely implode. What we need far more than a CRT 
“awokening” in America right now is another spiritual Great Awakening; an encounter with the Light of the world.

CREDITS for insight and some borrowed terminology: Neal Shenvi (PhD, apologist), Greg Strand (EFCA), Voddie Baucham 
(pastor, author), Christopher F. Rufo (Battlefront), Dwight Oswald (ECF). This piece is an extension of the June 8, 2021 blog 
posted on AIIA’s website and entitled Where the Battle Rages: Ten Battlefronts in the Long War to Defend Christian Truth.

The Maine Witmer Family Report
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

An	album	and	diary	of	one	family’s	effort	to	anchor	
the	business	of	life	in	the	bedrock	of	God’s	truth.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mary walks on her treadmill every morning. The other day she told 
me that she had burned 2000 calories! I was amazed. Turns out she 
forgot she had a batch of brownies in the oven. June is the month 
for wild flowers in Maine. Have you heard about the wildly popular 
new exhibit at The Louvre this summer? Mary Among the Lupines

VISIT AIIA’S WEBSITE TODAY for the latest listing of our complete 2021 schedule of events — 
including details, dates, times, and topics. While there, be sure to click the slideshow on the home page, read 

the blogs, and view the most recent videos created with AIIA’s ministry partner, ANCHOR NEW ENGLAND.


